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Heterosexualism and the Colonial /
Modern Gender System
MARIA LUGONES

The coloniality of power is understood by Anibal Quijano as at the constitu

of the global capitalist system of power. What is characteristic of global,

tered, capitalist power is that it is organized around two axes that Quijan

"the coloniality of power" and "modernity." The coloniality of power in

the basic and universal social classification of the population of the planet

of the idea of race, a replacing of relations of superiority and inferiority est

through domination with naturalized understandings of inferiority and supe

In this essay, Lugones introduces a systemic understanding of gender constit

colonial/modernity in terms of multiple relations of power. This gender sys

light and a dark side that depict relations, and beings in relation as deeply diff

thus as calling for very different patterns of violent abuse. Lugones argues th

itself is a colonial introduction, a violent introduction consistently and contem

used to destroy peoples, cosmologies, and communities as the building grou
"civilized" West.

In a theoretico-praxical vein, I am offering a framework to begin thinki

heterosexism as a key part of how gender fuses with race in the oper

colonial power. Colonialism did not impose precolonial, European

arrangements on the colonized. It imposed a new gender system tha
very different arrangements for colonized males and females than fo
bourgeois colonizers. Thus, it introduced many genders and gender it
colonial concept and mode of organization of relations of production, p

relations, of cosmologies and ways of knowing. But we cannot unders
gender system without understanding what Anibal Quijano calls "th
ality of power" (2000a, 2000b, 2001-2002). The reason to historicize g

Hypatia vol. 22, no. 1 (Winter 2007) ? by Maria Lugones
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formation is that without this history, we k

patriarchy; that is, on a binary, hierarchica

rests on male supremacy without any clear

by which heterosexuality, capitalism, and r
understand apart from each other. The het

ahistorical framework of analysis. To underst

colonial/modern gender system to the birt

the centrality of the coloniality of power t

understand our present organization of life

This attempt at historicizing gender and h
to move, dislodge, complicate what has face

tory/decolonial projects as hard barriers t

cal. These are barriers to the conceptualiza
possibilities as de-colonial possibilities. Liber
the light side of the colonial/modern gende
an oppressive organization of life. There h

deep imbrication of race into the analysis
central in much white feminist theory and
losophy. I am cautious when I call it "white"
can suspect a redundancy involved in the c
unavoidably enmeshed in a sense of gender a
from what I call the light side of the mode
is, of course, a conclusion from within an

it as a colonial concept. Yet, I arrive at this

praxical/theoretical path that has yet to b
path marked by taking seriously the colonia
in this essay, it is also politically importan
coloniality of power seriously have tended
is also one that entrenches oppressive coloni
organizations of life.

So, on the one hand, I am interested in inve

class, gender, and sexuality in a way that ena

ence that persists in much feminist analysi

feminisms have consistently shown the wa

to this deep imbrication of race, gender, cla

introduce is wholly grounded in the femini
of the Third World and arises from within

ask harsh but hopefully inspiring questions

resistance to oppression understood in this
questions that we can ask about heterosexua

understand heterosexuality not merely as nor

when violently exercised across the coloni
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on the intersection of these cat
arouse in those men who have t
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exploitation any recognitio
domination of women of
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tion continues to proceed as if
to be acknowledged and resisted
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exclusion of nonwhite women from liberato

The other framework is the one Quijano in

of his work, that of the coloniality of

Placing both of these strands of analysis to

I am tentatively calling "the modern/colo
understanding of gender is implied in both

not explicitly articulated, or not articulat

to unveil the reach and consequences of c
I think that articulating this colonial/mo
strokes, and in all its detailed and lived con

was imposed on us. It will also enable us to

in both a long and wide sense. The intent o

instrumentality of the colonial/modern g
women and men of color-in all domains of

intent to make visible the crucial disrupti

My intent is to provide a way of understa

allegiance to this gender system. We need
call each other to reject this gender syste
of communal relations.6 In this initial ess

will complicate, but one that gives us-in
ground from within which to understand
production of race and gender.
THE COLONIALITY OF POWER

Quijano thinks the intersection of race and gender in large structural terms.
So, to understand that intersection in his terms, it is necessary to understand
his model of global, Eurocentered capitalist power. Both race7 and gender find
their meanings in this model (patr6n).8 Quijano understands that all power is
structured in relations of domination, exploitation, and conflict as social actors
fight over control of "the four basic areas of human existence: sex, labor, collec-

tive authority and subjectivity/intersubjectivity, their resources and products"

(2001-2002, 1). Global, Eurocentered, capitalist power is organized characteristically around two axes: the coloniality of power and modernity (2000b, 342).
The axes order the disputes over control of each area of existence in such a way

that the coloniality of power and modernity thoroughly infuse the meaning
and forms of domination in each area. So, for Quijano, the disputes/struggles

over control of "sexual access, its resources and products" define the domain
of sex/gender and the disputes, in turn, can be understood as organized around
the axes of coloniality and modernity.

This is too narrow an understanding of the oppressive modern/colonial
constructions of the scope of gender. Quijano also assumes patriarchal and
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is important that what Quija
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the cognitive model of Euroce
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2000b,
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342).

"America"

"European,"
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This classification is "the deepest and most

domination" (2001-2002, 1). With expansi

classification was imposed on the population
permeated every area of social existence, con
of material and intersubjective social domin
just refer to racial classification. It is an en

is one of the axes of the system of power an
of sexual access, collective authority, labor,

the production of knowledge from within t

alternatively, all control over sex, subjectivit

lated around it. As I understand the logic of
the element that serves as an axis becomes c

all the forms that relations of power take
particular domain of human existence. Fina
though coloniality is related to colonialism,
does not necessarily include racist relations
its prolonged and deep extension throughou

colonianism (2000b, 381).
In Quijano's model of global, Eurocenter

refers to "the structural articulation of all h

of labor or exploitation, slavery, servitude,

duction, wage labor, and reciprocity under t
labor relation" (2000b, 349). In this sense, th

control of labor is discontinuous: not all lab

centered capitalism fall under the capital/w
is the hegemonic model. It is important in
coloniality of power that wage labor has bee
white Europeans. The division of labor is tho
graphically differentiated. Here, we see the
meshing of labor and race.

Quijano understands modernity, the other
capitalism, as "the fusing of the experience
with the necessities of capitalism, creating a
tive relations of domination under a Euroce

In characterizing modernity, Quijano focus
knowing, labeled rational, arising from wit
the seventeenth century in the main hegem
of power (Holland and England). This way o

Eurocentrism Quijano understands the cogni

only, but of the Eurocentered world, of tho

world capitalism. "Eurocentrism naturalizes
this model of power" (2000b, 343).
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black heterosexual men, and so on. It bec
logic of categorial separation distorts wha
violence against women of color. Given th
intersection misconstrues women of color

what is missing, we have ahead of us the t

the intersection so as to avoid separability.

and race as intermeshed or fused that we

The logic of structural axes shows gender
the coloniality of power. In that sense, th

Quijano's model. I think he has the logic of i

not sufficient to pick out all aspects of gend

depends on how gender is actually concep

model (pattern) gender seems to be contai

"basic area of existence" that Quijano call
(2000b, 378). That is, there is an account of
is not itself placed under scrutiny and tha
as it presupposes sexual dimorphism, heter
of power, and so on.

Though I have not found a characterizat

of his work, Quijano seems to me to imply t

in the disputes over control of sex, its res

shaped through the manner in which this

stands sex as biological attributes" that be

He contrasts the biological quality of sex
include differential biological attributes. O

skin, the shape of one's eyes and hair do n

cal structure" (2000b, 373). Sex, on the ot

biological to Quijano. He characterizes the
that is, the ordering of gender relations a
power, as follows:
1. In the whole of the colonial world,

ideal patterns of sexual behavior of
quently the patterns of familial orga
were directly founded on the "racial"

freedom of males and the fidelity of w

of the Eurocentered world, the count

is, not paid as in prostitution-access o
women and "indians" in America, "bla

and other "colors" in the rest of the s

2. In Europe, instead, it was the prostit

the counterpart of the bourgeois fami
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my
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as resources. Quijano appears
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are thought to be female. Me
sexual encounters. Women ar
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reproductive biology.
INTERSEXUALITY

In

"Definitional Dilemmas," J
the power to assign indiv
is still presumed to be b
biological factors. Despite anth
society presumes an unambigu
can be classified neatly as ma
throughout U.S. history the
of the fact that 1 to 4 percen
have
"Sex

they

do

not

fit

neatly

into

una

cal indicators that are traditi
indicators that are traditional
the law defines the terms mal
these individuals" (112, emph
The assignations reveal that w
constructed. From the late nin
function was considered a wo
absence of ovaries was the ult
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there are a large number of factors that can

'official' sex": chromosomes, gonads, external m

hormonal patterns, phenotype, assigned sex,

2002, 112). At present, chromosomes and

ment, but in a manner that reveals biology is

surgically constructed.

XY infants with "inadequate" penises mus

because society believes the essence of m

to penetrate a vagina and urinate while s
with "adequate" penises, however, are ass
because society and many in the medical

that the essence of womanhood is the

dren rather than the ability to engage in
intercourse. (Greenberg 2002, 114)

Intersexed individuals are frequently surgic
males or females. These factors are taken in

ing the right to change the sex designation o
to state a claim for employment discrimina
marry (Greenberg 2002, 115). Greenberg repo

of decisions on sexual assignation in each
intersexual status. Though the law permits
certain documents, "for the most part, legal

assignment on the traditional assumptions th

determined by analyzing biological factors"
Greenberg's work enables me to point out a

model that Quijano offers us. This is importa

been an important characteristic of what I ca

modern gender system. Those in the "dark side

dimorphically. Sexual fears of colonizers led
people of the Americas as hermaphrodites or

breasts with flowing milk.14 But as Paula G

have made clear, intersexed individuals were r

prior to colonization without assimilation to

to consider the changes that colonization br
of the organization of sex and gender under
global capitalism. If the latter did only recogn
bourgeois males and females, it certainly doe
sion is based on biology. The cosmetic and su
make very clear that "gender" is antecedent t
them meaning. The naturalizing of sexual diff
modern use of science that Quijano points ou
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NONGENDERED AND GYNECRATIC EGALITARIANISM

As global, Eurocentered capitalism was constituted through colonization, gender

differentials were introduced where there were none. Oydronk Oyewmimf
(1997) has shown us that the oppressive gender system that was imposed on
Yoruba society did a lot more than transform the organization of reproduction.
Her argument shows us that the scope of the gender system colonialism imposed

encompasses the subordination of females in every aspect of life. Thus Quijano's

understanding of the scope of gendering in global, Eurocentered capitalism is
much too narrow. Allen argued that many Native American tribes were matri-

archal, recognized more than two genders, recognized "third" gendering and
homosexuality positively, and understood gender in egalitarian terms rather
than in the terms of subordination that Eurocentered capitalism imposed on
them. Gunn's work has enabled us to see that the scope of the gender differentials was much more encompassing and it did not rest on biology. Allen also
showed us a gynecentric construction of knowledge and approach to understanding "reality" that counters the knowledge production of modernity. Thus
she has pointed us in the direction of recognizing the gendered construction
of knowledge in modernity, another aspect of the hidden scope of "gender" in

Quijano's account of the processes constituting the coloniality of gender.
NONGENDERED EGALITARIANISM

In The Invention of Women, Oyeronk6 Oyewimlf raises questions about the
validity of patriarchy as a valid transcultural category (1997, 20). She does
so, not by contrasting patriarchy and matriarchy, but by arguing that "gender
was not an organizing principle in Yoruba society prior to colonization by the
West" (31). No gender system was in place. Indeed, she tells us that gender
has "become important in Yoruba studies not as an artifact of Yoruba life but
because Yoruba life, past and present, has been translated into English to fit
the Western pattern of body-reasoning" (30). The assumption that Yoruba
society included gender as an organizing principle is another case "of Western
dominance in the documentation and interpretation of the world, one that
is facilitated by the West's global material dominance" (32). She tells us that
"researchers always find gender when they look for it" (31). "The usual gloss of
the Yoruba categories obinrin and okunrin as 'female/woman' and 'male/man,'
respectively, is a mistranslation. These categories are neither binarily opposed

nor hierarchical" (32-33). The prefixes obin and okun specify a variety of
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anatomy. Oyewiimf translates the prefixes as referri
and the anatomic female, shortened as anamale and an

to note that she does not understand these categories
Oyewiimi understands gender as introduced by the

nation that designates two binarily opposed and hiera
'Women' (the gender term) is not defined through biolog
to anafemales. Women are defined in relation to men
those who do not have a penis; those who do not have

participate in the public arena (Oyewuimf 1997, 34). N

Yoruba anafemales prior to colonization.

The imposition of the European state system, w
dant legal and bureaucratic machinery, is the m
legacy of European colonial rule in Africa. One t
was exported to Africa during this period was th
women from the newly created colonial public s
very process by which females were categorized a

"women" made them ineligible for leadership

emergence of women as an identifiable category, de

anatomy and subordinated to men in all situatio

in part, from the imposition of a patriarchal colo

females, colonization was a twofold process of rac

tion and gender subordination. The creation of "

category was one of the very first accomplishmen

nial state. It is not surprising, therefore, that it wa

for the colonial government to recognize female

the peoples they colonized, such as the Yorib -. .. .
mation of state power to male-gender power was
at one level by the exclusion of women from stat

This was in sharp contrast to Yoruib~ state organiza

power was not gender-determined. (123-25)

Oyewuimi recognizes two crucial processes in coloniz

races with the accompanying inferiorization of Africans

of anafemales. The inferiorization of anafemales ext
exclusion from leadership roles to loss of control ov
important economic domains. Oyewiimf notes that t
Western gender system was accepted by Yoruba males,
the inferiorization of anafemales. So, when we think

nonwhite men to the violences exercised against non
begin to have some sense of the collaboration betwee

colonials against anafemales. Oyewi~mi makes clear th
resisted cultural changes at different levels. Thus, wh
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-Paula Gunn Allen

As she characterizes many Native American tribes as gynecratic, Paula Gunn
Allen emphasizes the centrality of the spiritual in all aspects of Indian life and

thus a very different intersubjectivity from within which knowledge is produced than that of the coloniality of knowledge in modernity. Many American

Indian tribes "thought that the primary potency in the universe was female,
and that understanding authorizes all tribal activities" (Allen 1986/1992, 26).

Old Spider Woman, Corn Woman, Serpent Woman, Thought Woman are
some of the names of powerful creators. For the gynecratic tribes, Woman is at

the center and "no thing is sacred without her blessing, her thinking" (Allen
1986/1992, 13).
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Replacing this gynecratic spiritual plural
as Christianity did, was crucial in subdui
transforming Indian tribes from egalitaria
patriarchal "requires meeting four objecti
1. The primacy of female as creator is

male-gendered creators (generally ge
2. Tribal governing institutions and t
their foundation are destroyed, as

Iroquois and the Cherokee (41).

3. The people "are pushed off their la
economic livelihood, and forced to cu

pursuits on which their ritual system

sistence depend. Now dependent on w

their survival, tribal systems can ill a

patriarchy-that is, survival-requi
(42).
4. The clan structure "must be replaced in fact if not in theory,
by the nuclear family. By this ploy, the women clan heads are

replaced by elected male officials and the psychic net that
is formed and maintained by the nature of nonauthoritarian
gynecentricity grounded in respect for diversity of gods and

people is thoroughly rent" (42).
Thus, for Allen, the inferiorization of Indian females is thoroughly tied to the
domination and transformation of tribal life. The destruction of the gynocracies

is crucial to the "decimation of populations through starvation, disease, and
disruption of all social, spiritual, and economic structures" (42). The program

of degynocratization requires impressive "image and information control."
Thus "recasting archaic tribal versions of tribal history, customs, institutions
and the oral tradition increases the likelihood that the patriarchal revisionist
versions of tribal life, skewed or simply made up by patriarchal non-Indians
and patriarchalized Indians, will be incorporated into the spiritual and popular
traditions of the tribes" (42).
Among the features of the Indian society targeted for destruction were the
two-sided complementary social structure; the understanding of gender; and
the economic distribution that often followed the system of reciprocity. The

two sides of the complementary social structure included an internal female
chief and an external male chief. The internal chief presided over the band,
village, or tribe, maintaining harmony and administering domestic affairs.
The red, male, chief presided over mediations between the tribe and outsiders

(Allen 1986/1992, 18). Gender was not understood primarily in biological
terms. Most individuals fit into tribal gender roles "on the basis of proclivity,
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Cherokee women had had the
tives, to speak to the men's cou
policy decisions, the right to c
to bear arms. The Women's Co
(36-37). Cherokee women lost a

were removed and patriarchal
shifted from a Mother-center
under

the authority of the Mat
became a subject people. The fe

Handsome Lake and his followers.

According to Allen, many of the tribes were gynecratic, among them the

Susquehanna, Hurons, Iroquois, Cherokee, Pueblo, Navajo, Narragansett,
Coastal Algonkians, Montagnais. She also tells us that among the eighty-eight

tribes that recognized homosexuality, those who recognized homosexuals in

positive terms included the Apache, Navajo, Winnebago, Cheyenne, Pima,
Crow, Shoshoni, Paiute, Osage, Acoma, Zufii, Sioux, Pawnee, Choctaw,
Creek, Seminole, Illinois, Mohave, Shasta, Aleut, Sac and Fox, Iowa, Kansas,
Yuma, Aztec, Tlingit, Maya, Naskapi, Ponca, Maricopa, Lamath, Quinault,
Yuki, Chilula, and Kamia. Twenty of these tribes included specific references
to lesbianism.
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Michael Horswell (2003) comments usefu

gender. He tells that third gender does not

It is rather a way of breaking with sex an
emblematic of other possible combinations

dache is sometimes used for "third gender."

have been documented in nearly 150 Nort

berdache in half as many groups (2003, 2
including ritual sodomy, was recorded in
native societies in the Americas (27). The

role for ritualized sodomy (Sigal 2003, 10

that the Spanish saw sodomy as sinful, bu

not the passive partner in sodomy to crim

culture, sodomy was racialized by connecti

passive partner was condemned and seen

were seen as the active partners to the pa
Allen has not only enabled us to see how

gender is in terms of the organization of t

ity, but she has also revealed that the prod

is the very conception of reality at every

ing of biology in the construction of gen
important idea of gender roles being cho
us that the heterosexuality characteristic
of gender relations is produced, mythically
not just biologized in a fictional way; it is
of the coloniality of gender in the renewe
Eurocentered capitalism is heterosexualist.
understand the depth and force of violence

and the dark sides of the colonial/modern ge

ity has been consistently perverse, violent,

animals and turning white women into rep

"the (middle or upper) class." Horswell's an

particularly in understanding the presence
in colonial and precolonial America.

THE COLONIAL/MODERN GENDER

Understanding the place of gender in prec

standing the nature and scope of changes i
cesses constituting colonial/modern Euroc

changes were introduced through slow,

processes that violently inferiorized colon
introduced was one thoroughly informed
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extent to which the imposition
the coloniality of power as the c
logic of the relation between th

clear by now that the colonial,
coloniality of power, since t
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a

necessary
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To think the scope of the gend
it is necessary to understand the
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intermeshing

of

To

racialization

social arrangements prior to col
meaning to them across all areas
control

jano's
I

think

the

over

"areas
we

labor,

of

can

subjectivity/

existence"-was
also

say

co-construction

system.

gender

Considering

socially

of

that
the

colon

critically

constructs

it

hav

b

biolo

and

characteristics of the coloni
reduction of gender to the pri
products is a matter of ideology
has understood race as gendered
ways for Europeans/whites and
mythical and fictional than gen
In the development of twentiet
gender, class, and heterosexuali
feminism centered its struggle
a characterization of women as
in the private, and sexually pass
those characteristics only cons
beginning

from that
womanhood as if all
It

is

part

counted

as

of

their

women

tion were not
a sense that

in

infants,

and

characteriza

women

history

so

wer

that

described

o

in

just their subordi
went further than

small

animals.
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of "without gender,"16 sexually marked as f

of femininity." Women racialized as infe

various modified versions of "women" as it

tered capitalism. Thus, heterosexual rape

coexisted with concubinage, as well as with
understanding of gender relations among

global, Eurocentered capitalism, and heter

But the work of Oyewimi and Allen has m
of the status of white women to colonized

into similes of bourgeois white women. Colo

of gendering as women, without any of th

for white bourgeois women, although the

presented should make clear to white bourge

inferior to that of Native American or Yo

Oyewbmf and Allen have also explained th
the relation between anafemales, anamales

neither the imagination nor the practices
But these are matters of resistance to dom

Erasing any history, including oral hist
nonwhite women, white feminism wrote

historically and contemporarily white bo

how to orient themselves in an organizatio
different treatment than nonwhite or wor
struggle became one against the positions,

imposed on white bourgeois women's subo
one else's gender oppression. They unders
bodies but did not bring that racial qualifi
ness. That is, they did not understand th
at the intersection of race, gender, and ot
domination. Because they did not perceive
need to create coalitions. They presumed
subjection of gender.
Historically, the characterization of wh

sexually passive opposed them to nonw

female slaves, who were characterized alon

perversion, and as strong enough to do an
women performing backbreaking work in
fragile or weak.
First came, led by an old driver carrying

est and strongest women I ever saw tog

simple uniform dress of a bluish check s
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little

below

themselves
walking

the

knee;

loftily,

with

a

their

each

free,

ha

powerf

Behind came the cavalry, th
of them women, two of wh
A

lean and vigilant white ov
the rear.... The hands are r

soon

or

as

it

is

fifteen

light

in

the

minutes,

mor

which

their allowance of cold bac
moment idle until it is too
full,

they

often

times

1993, 111)
Patricia Hill Collins has provided a clear sense of the dominant understanding of black women as sexually aggressive and the genesis of that stereotype
in slavery:

The image of Jezebel originated under slavery when Black
women were portrayed as being, to use Jewelle Gomez' words,
"sexually aggressive wet nurses." Jezebel's function was to rel-

egate all Black women to the category of sexually aggressive
women, thus providing a powerful rationale for the widespread

sexual assaults by White men typically reported by Black slave

women. Jezebel served yet another function. If Black slave
women could be portrayed as having excessive sexual appetites,
then increased fertility should be the expected outcome. By
suppressing the nurturing that African-American women might

give their own children which would strengthen Black family
networks, and by forcing Black women to work in the field, "wet

nurse" White children, and emotionally nurture their White
owners, slave owners effectively tied the controlling images of
jezebel and mammy to the economic exploitation inherent in
the institution of slavery. (Collins 2000, 82)
But it is not just black slave women who were placed outside the scope of
white bourgeois femininity. In Imperial Leather, as she tells us of Columbus's
depiction of the earth as a woman's breast, Anne McClintock evokes the "long
tradition of male travel as an erotics of ravishment."

For centuries, the uncertain continents-Africa, the Americas,
Asia-were figured in European lore as libidinously eroticized.
Travelers' tales abounded with visions of the monstrous sexuality

of far-off lands, where, as legend had it, men sported gigantic
penises and women consorted with apes, feminized men's breasts
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flowed with milk and militarized wome

Within this porno tropic tradition, women

of sexual aberration and excess. Folklore

than the men, as given to a lascivious ven
to border on the bestial. (1995, 22)

McClintock described the colonial scene d

drawing in which Jan van der Straet "portra
eroticized encounter between a man and a wo

Roused from her sensual languor by the

indigenous woman extends an inviting h

and submission... . Vespucci, the godlike
inseminate her with his male seeds of civ

wilderness and quell the riotous scenes o
background.... The cannibals appear to b
roasting a human leg. (25-26)

In the nineteenth century, McClintock tells

controlling metaphor for racial, economi

the development of evolutionary theory "an

determining the relative position of races i

English middle-class male was placed at the
chy. White English middle class women fol

miners and working class prostitutes were s

the white and black races" (56). Along the s
us that

representations of gender and sexuality figure strongly in the
articulation of racism. Gender norms in the United States are
premised upon the experiences of middle-class men and women
of European origin. These Eurocentric-constructed gender norms

form a backdrop of expectations for American men and women

of color-expectations which racism often precludes meeting. In
general, men of color are viewed not as the protector, but rather

the aggressor-a threat to white women. And women of color
are seen as over sexualized and thus undeserving of the social and

sexual protection accorded to white middle-class women. For
Asian American men and women, their exclusion from whitebased cultural notions of the masculine and the feminine has
taken seemingly contrasting forms: Asian men have been cast
as both hypermasculine (the "Yellow Peril") and effeminate (the

"model minority"); and Asian women have been rendered both

superfeminine (the "China Doll") and castrating (the "Dragon

Lady"). (1997, 135)
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to
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such deep labor exploitatio
that "the vast Indian geno

caused, in the main, by the v
the conquerors carried. Rather
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I

throwaway labor, forced to
want to mark the connecti

as I introduce the modern co
coloniality of power. Unlike
nialism, these theorists very

along racial lines. To some ex
than Quijano; thus they think
products, but also of labor as
an
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for
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introducing this arrangement in very large

tion and a project of collaborative, participa

wherein we may begin to see in its details th

colonial/gender system enmeshed in the col

to uncover collaboration, and to call each ot

as we recommit to communal integrity in
understand the organization of the social s

tion with systematic racialized gender viole
recognition of it in our maps of reality.

NOTES

1. I use the U.S.-originated women of color t

term against multiple oppressions. It is a proble
self-identification for many of the women who

imposed on them. Those women were and contin

extensive state and interpersonal violence unde

2. I use categorial to mark arrangements in ac
do not mean categorical.

3. There is a very large and significant literatu

Here I refer only to a few pieces: Spelman 1988;

Espiritu 1997; Collins 2000; and Lugones 2003.
4. To the work mentioned already, I want to

1984; Allen 1986; Anzaldtia 1987; McClintock 1
and Mohanty 1997.
5. Anibal Quijano's has written extensively

interpretation I offer is gathered from 1991, 20

6. Popular education can be a method of col

gender system both in the large stroke, and mos
concreteness toward a transformation of commu

7. Quijano understands race to be a fiction.

around the term to signify this fictional quality

in quotation marks, they signify a racial classifi

8. Quijano prefers pattern to model as a trans

model suggests something to follow or copy. Becau
I use model.

9. In dropping the quotation marks around r

with Quijano about the fictive quality of race. R

fictive quality of gender, including the biologica

10. See my Pilg-rimages/Peregrinajes (2003) and

of Color Feminisms" (n.d.) for an unpacking of

11. I have not seen these attributes summar

whether he is thinking of chromosomal combin
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12. I want to mark that Quijano c
Clasificaci6n Social" (2000b), not th
13.

The

relevance

intersexed
period.
14. See McClintock 1995.

of

individuals

contemporary
should

be

15. I am sure that those who read this piece will recognize much of what I am saying

and some may think that it has already been said. That is quite fine with me, so long
as it is accompanied by a theoretico-practical recognition of this mutual constitution,
one that shows throughout the theoretical, the practical, and the theoretico-practical
work. But I think something that may well be new here is my approach to the logic of
intersectionality and my understanding of the mutuality of construction of the colonial-

ity of power and the colonial/modem gender system. I think they are both necessary,
but it is only the logic mutuality of construction that yields the inseparability of race
and gender.

16. Spelman's interpretation (1988) of Aristotle's distinction between free men and
women in the Greek polis and slave males and slave females suggested this claim to me.
It is important to note that reducing women to nature or the natural is to collude with
this racist reduction of colonized women. More than one Latin American thinker who

decries Eurocentrism, relates women to the sexual and the reproductive.
17. It is important to distinguish between being thought of as without gender because

an animal, and not having, even conceptually, any gender distinctions. That is, having
gender is not a characteristic of being human for all people.

18. The deep distinction between white working-class and nonwhite women can be
glimpsed from the very different places they occupied in the evolutionary series referred

to by McClintock (1995, 4).
19. I am clear now that there is an ambiguous in-between zone between the light
and the dark side that conceives/imagines/constructs white women servants, miners,
washerwomen, prostitutes as not necessarily caught through the lens of the sexual or
gender binary and as racialized ambiguously, but not as white. See McClintock 1995.
I am working on the inclusion of this crucial complexity into the framework.
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